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1 
An interest in various problems for difference equations i growing 
rapidly. Among others, boundary value problems for such equations were 
discussed (see [l-15]). 
It is known that here is a close parallelism between the theory of dif- 
ference equations (also called recurrent quations [9]) and the theory of 
ordinary differential equ tions. Many results which were stablished in one 
theory can be transferred to the other one. Frequently it iseasy to do this; 
sometimes, however, itis more difficult. It is not our aim to discuss this 
parallelism in a wide context. The intent ofthis paper is rather tomake 
general remarks about bvp for difference quations as well to formulate 
some existence anduniqueness re ults which are a generalization of s me 
recent results (see [l-15]). 
2 
Let N denote the set of all natural numbers, N = (0, 1, ..}. Take 
NEN, Nb 1. Let I,= (0, 1, . . N}. Assume that (X, )I. 11) is a Banach 
space. Consider 9 (I,,,, X)-the space of all mappings ofI, into X. Let the 
mappings f:Z,_ , x 9 (I,,,, X) -P X, r: XN + ’ + X be given. Our problem is 
to find xE F (IN, X) such that 
Mn) =f(n, 4 11, nEzN-,, (1) 
and 
r(x(O), x( I), .. x(N)) =0, (2) 
where Ax(n) :=x(n + 1) -x(n). Further onf(n, x( . )) will be written also as 
(fx)(n). 
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Observe first that he problem (l)-(2) is, in general, easier than the 
corresponding problems for ODES. The reason isthat (l)-(2) can be easily 
reduced tothe system of equations 
x( 1) = X(O) +j-(0, x(O), J-41 1,..1 x(N)) 
x(2)=x(l)+f(l,x(O),x(l),...,x(N)) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3) 
x(N)=x(N- l)-tf(N- 1, x(O), x(l), . .) x(N)) 
r(x(O), x( 1), ..) x(N)) =0 
considered in the space XN+ ‘. We write here f(n, x( )) as 
fh x(O), x(l), ...> x(N). 
It is clear that here is no equivalent wayto reduce a boundary value 
problem for ODES to a finite system of equations. 
This is a big disadvantage in d aling with bvp for ODES when compared 
with bvp for difference quations. 
Observe also, ifwe could solve the first N equations of ystem (3) with 
respect to x(l), x(2), . .x(N), say 
x(n) =cph x(O)), n = 0, 1) ..) N, (4) 
with ~(0, x(O))=x(O), then problem (lt(2) is reduced tothe quation 
r(W), dl, x(O)), .“, cp(K x(O))) = 0 (5) 
which if we could solve for x(O), say x*(O), gives us by formula (4), with 
x(O) replaced by x*(O), a solution of (l)-(2). 
Note that he function cp appearing in (4), in fact, isa general solution 
of (1). It is not an easy task to find this function. A  easy case is when the 
mapping f has the Volterra property. This means that (1) can be written 
as 
0 + 1) = 0) +f(n, x(O), x(1 , . . x(n)), nEINpl, 
or briefly as 
x(n + 1) = An, x(O), x(l), . .x(n)), nEZNpl. (6) 
In this case we have 
dn, -40)) =f(n, x(O)), nEIN, (7) 
where 
gO(0, x(O)):=x(O) (8) 
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and 
gn+ ‘(n + 1, x(O)) :=gh go64 x(O)), g’( 1, x(O)), a.., f(n, X(O))) 
for nf3ZN-,. (9) 
We see that o find the function cp in this case it is enough to perform a 
finite number of compositions f the known functions. It isnot so for 
differential equ tions. 
3 
The determining equation (5) (it determines theinitial v ues x(0) which 
provide byformula (4) solutions f (l)-(2)) canbe treated in many ways. 
Many existing results canbe used to establish the xistence of solutions as 
well as to find approximate solutions f Eq. (5). Under suitable conditions, 
for instance, theNewton method can be employed tofind an approximate 
solution to the equation. Equation (5) can be reduced to a fixed point 
equation a d suitable fixed point heorems can be used. 
Let us consider the following example of problem (1 t(2), 
x(n + 1) = gh x(n)), nEIN-,> (10) 
ito 444 = 4 (11) 
where Bi, iE I,, are bounded linear mappings from X to X, de X. Assume 
that B;' exists, g satisfies th  Lipschitz condition 
lIg(n, x) -g(n, Y)II d Lllx -A, n~~N-1, X,JJEK (12) 
and 
?, IIB,’ Bill L'< 1, (13) 
Under these conditions there is a unique solution of problem (lo)-( 11). 
Indeed, now Eq. (5) takes the form 
i$o 4g’(i, x(O)) = 4 (14) 
where 
gO(O, X(O)) = x(O), e+‘cn + 1, x(O)) =g(n, g”h x(O))), neI,-,. 
(15) 
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Equation (14) can be rewritten as 
x(O)=B,' d- 5 B,g'(i,x(O)) (16) 
i= 1 
Because 
llg’(i, u)-g’(i, u)ll <L’llu-VII, u veX,iEIN, (17) 
(13) and the Banach contraction principle canbe employed to get our 
assertion. 
It is clear that condition (13) is very restrictive. If t is not satisfied on  
can try to solve (10) backward for n= N, N - 1, . . 0 and use the corre- 
sponding determining equation. 
One can see asily that under appropriate conditions theSchauder fixed 
point heorem as well as fixed point theorems for monotone operators can
be employed toestablish theexistence of a solution of Eq. (16). 
It is worth emphasizing that in solving a bvp for ODES it is more 
difficult to get a determining equation than it appears for difference 
equations i  which case the determining equation can be obtained by finite 
calculations of the values of the given functions (for the ODE case this 
gives us only an approximate equation). 
4 
In many cases a reduction of problem (l)-(2) toa fixed point equation 
in the space 9 (IN, x) is more reasonable ecause inthis case one can get 
less restrictive sufficient co ditions forthe existence anduniqueness of 
solutions. 
Let us consider the standard approach-the approach which 
corresponds to that frequently used in the theory of ODES. Now, take the 
problem 
Mn) =fh 4 . )), nEI,-,, 
and 
j$o 4-44 = d. 
This problem is equivalent to 
(18) 
(19) 
x(n) =40) + C (fx)(i), nEIN, 
i=O 
409!157!1-1X 
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and 
2 Bj (x(O) + ‘2 (jIx)(s)) = d.
i=o s=O 
(21) 
Here it is assumed that CL:=1o = 0. 
Put 
B=FB, 
i=O 
and assume that BP ’ exists. Under this assumption system (2Ok(21) is
equivalent to one equation fthe form 
+“fl (fx)(i), nEZN, (22) 
i=O 
where Bi = Be1 Bi. This is a fixed point equation i the space 9 (I,, X) 
which is a Banach space when equipped with the norm 
IIXIIN = y; Ilx(4ll. (23) 
Assume that here is a nonnegative constant K such that 
lIfx-fVII,v6K. lb-AN (24) 
for every x, YE F-Z,, X). Now it is easy to check that he operator F 
defined bythe right-hand si e of (22) is a contraction in .F(Z,, X)if 
K 
( 
; illBill + iv < 1 
i= I > 
(25) 
One may find that in many cases this condition is less restrictive than 
condition (13). Tosee this it is enough to consider the case when 
fh 4 . )I =fh x(n)). 
Now g(n, x(n)) in Eq. (10) should be replaced by x(n) +f(n, x(n)) and L 
in (12) by 1 + K. It is clear that in the case when for instance Bi C, i E ZN, 
condition (13) does not hold (because L > 1) but (25) holds true if 
$KN< 1. 
Observe also that in the case when X is finite dimensional then .F (IN, X) 
is also finite dimensional. Now the continuity andboundedness off is 
enough for the existence of a solution ofproblem (lS)-(19). This is a 
simple consequence of the Schauder fixed point heorem. This conclusion 
cannot be found so easily ifwe use the approach mentioned inSection 3.
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However, in the case when X is finite dimensional we can formulate th
following more general result. 
Assume that f : F (I,, X) + 9 (I,- r, X) is continuous; there is 
x,~~(I~,X)andafunctionM:R+-+R+,R+=[O,+co)suchthat: 
(i) W-x II o N-l <M(p) for all XE FUN, Xl, Ilx-x,llN~p; 
(ii) there is a positive solution p0 of the inequality 
cwP)+PGP, 
where 
a = 5 illBill + N, B= lIB~‘d-xOll~+ f illBill IlxOllN+NllxOllN~ 
i= 1 i= 1 
Under this assumption there is at least one solution of problem (18)-( 19). 
The result isa simple consequence of the Schauder theorem applied to
Eq. (22). One can easily check that he closed ball with the center atx0 and 
radius p0 is transformed into itself by the operator defined bythe right- 
hand side of (22). 
5 
Changing the order of summation i the second term of (22) we get 
N-l N n-1 
x(n) =B-‘d- c c m.M4 + 1 (f-)(s), neZN. (26) 
.s=o i=s+l A=0 
This means that 
N-l 
where 
x(n) = B-’ d+ c G(n, s)(fx)(s), neIN, (27) 
\ = 0 
I- t Bi, s = 0, 1, . . n - 1, n = 1, 2, . . N, 
i=s+ I 
G(n, s) = (28) 
N 
t 1 - Bi, S=n, n+ 1, . . N- 1, nel,, 
i=s+l 
is the so-called Green’s function of the linear p oblem which we get when 
f does not depend on x; I is the identity operator in X. 
The upper bound of the norm of G(n, s) can be easily found. Indeed we 
have 
IlGh ~111 6 1+ f IIBill, nEIN, SEZ,-1. (29) 
,=I 
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Then using the contraction mapping principle on can conclude the xist- 
ence and uniqueness of asolution of (27) if 
KN(l + j, II+ (30) 
However this result isalittle bitweaker than condition (25). 
6 
Let A(n), IZ EIN- ,, be bounded linear 
g : I,- 1 x F (IN, X) + X. Now we consider 
form 
An + 1) = 4n) Y(n) +g(n, A 
N 
1 D, Ai) = 4 
i=O 
mappings from X to X and 
the quasilinear problem of the 
(31) 
(32) 
where Dj are bounded linear mappings from X to X, dE X. Let Y(n), n E I,, 
be the fundamental so ution operator (the fundamental m trix in the finite 
dimensional c se) of the problem 
Y(n + 1) = A(n) Y(n), nEzN-l, (33) 
Y(0) = I. (34) 
It is clear that 
n-1 
Y(n)= fl &z-i-l), nEZN,; 
L=O 
(35) 
here it is assumed that I-I,‘, = I. 
We assume that he inverse operators A --l(n),  E IN-, exist and are 
bounded. This guarantees theexistence andboundedness of YP ‘(n) and 
Y-‘(n) = )-Jl A -l(i), nEZ,. (36) 
i=O 
Now we can reduce (31)-( 32) to problem (18 )-( 19). We do this by intro- 
ducing a new unknown function x by the formula 
An) = Y(n) x(n), neZN. (37) 
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Plugging this in to (31) we get 
Y(n + 1) x(n + 1) = A(n) Y(n) x(n) +g(n, Y( . ) x( . )) 
and 
x(n+ 1)=x(n)+ Y-‘(n+ I)g(n, Y( .)x( .)). (38) 
We see that in this way (31)-(32) is reduced to(18)-(19) with 
fhx(.))= y-‘(n+l)g(n, Y(.)x(.)), B; = Di Y(i). (39) 
As in Section 4 we find that (31)-(32) is equivalent to the quation 
y(n)=Y(n)B,‘d-; Y(n)&.Y(i)‘C r-‘(S+l)g(s,y(.)) 
i=O ( F=O > 
i-l 
+ 1 Y(n) y-lb+ l)gb,y(.)), nEZN, (40) 
s=O 
where 
B,= 5 DiY(i) and iii= B,’ D,. 
i=O 
Again change of the order of summation i (40) leads us to the equation 
N-I 
y(n) = Y(n) B;’ d- c J=. 
[ 
F 
i=s+ 1 
Y(n) di Y(i) Ye10 + l)] g(h A .)I 
1-l 
+ 1 Y(n) Y-1(~+l)g(s,~(~))9 nEzN, (41) 
s = 0 
which can be written briefly as 
N-l 
y(n)= Y(n)B;‘d+ c G,(n,s)g(.cy(~)), nEzNT (42) 
3=0 
where 
Y-‘(s+l)- 5 Di Y(i) Y-‘(s+ 1) , 
i=.,+1 1 
G,(n, s) = 
s=O, l,..., n-l, neZN, 
N 
- Y(n) 2 Bi Y(i) Y-‘(s+ l), 
i=s+ 1 
s = n, n + 1, . . N - 1, nEZ,, . 
(43) 
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is the Green’s function of the linear p oblem which corresponds to problem 
(31)-(32). It isclear that he solution of Eq. (42) (which is equivalent to 
problem (31)-(32)) exists ifor instance 
where 
(44) 
and K, is the Lipschitz constant ofgwith respect to y. However we get a
more explicit ondition when the result ofSection 4 is applied toEq. (38) 
with the condition 
This condition s 
iioDi Y(i)x(i)=d. (45) 
K, max II YP’(s)(l maxII Y(s)11 f ijIB;’ D;Y(i)11 + N 1 < 1. (46) s E IN SCI, I=1 
It is clear that each one of the conditions (44) and (46) guarantees the
convergence of the successive approximations ( yk}defined bythe formula 
Y/c+ I@) = (Q!fNn), k = 0, 1, .  . (47) 
where (F’)(n) denotes the right-hand si e of (40) or (41) and yO( .) is an 
arbitrarily chosen element of 9 (ZN,, X), for instance yO(n) = Y(n) B;’ d. 
One can easily see that he sequence ( yk} satisfies th  relations 
nEZN-,, k=O,1, . . (48) 
This infinite process i recommended when one wants to find the solution 
of (31)-(32) effectively. Observe that Eq. (31), ingeneral, does not have the 
Volterra property sowe cannot find ageneral solution of it; consequently 
the method mentioned inSection 2 of this paper does not apply. 
Finally weobserve that he quation 
An + 1) =fh A . )), nEZ,- 1, (49) 
can be, in many ways, reduced tothe form of (31) by selecting operators 
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A(n), nEZ,-,, with properties similar to those mentioned atthe beginning 
of this ection, a drewriting t as
Yb + 1) = 4n)Y(n) + (f(n, Y(. )I -A(n) y(n)). (50) 
Now the corresponding co clusions related toproblem (49)-(32) canbe 
drawn when the second term of the right-hand si e has the same properties 
as the operator g mentioned above. 
7 
Let us assume now that X is a partially ordered Banach space with the 
property hat each nondecreasing (nonincreasing) equence ofelements of
X bounded above (below) converges to some element ofX. This implies 
that in F(Z,, X) there is the partial order induced bythat one in X. The 
same is trL with regard tothe space of bounded linear mappings ofX into 
X. Now the well-known results formonotone operators (see [l&12]) can 
be employed to establish thefollowing result. 
Assume that the mapping g: B (Z,_ ,, X) -+ B (IN-, , X) is non- 
decreasing a dcontinuous, theGreen’s function G, defined by(43) is 
nonnegative, . ., 
U>O implies G(n, S) u > 0 (51) 
for every UEX, ~EZ~, SEZ,_,, there exists x0, JJ,EF(Z,, X)such that 
x0 d y,, and 
N -1 
xob) G Y(n) B,’ d+ 1 G,(n, $1 As, xo( . )), nEzN, (52) 
S=O 
N-I 
y,(n) 2 J’(n) B;’ d+ c G,(n, $1 gb, yo( . )), ?lEZN. (53) 
3=0 
Under these assumptions there is at least one solution of the problem 
(31)-(32). The sequences (xk}, {ykj defined bythe formulas 
xk+ l(n) = (Fxk)(n), yk+ l(n) = (Fxk)(n), k= 0, 1, . . (54) 
where (Fy)(n) denotes the right-hand si e of (42) satisfy therelations 
xO(n)dxk(n)dxk+,(n)~yk+,(~)dyk+,(~)dyO(~), nEZ,,,,k=O, 1.  .. 
(55) 
They converge and their limits, sayx*, y*, respectively, are thesolutions 
of (31)(32). Moreover x* < y*. 
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If condition (51) is not satisfied on  can assume 
P(n,s):= c Y(n)B,Y(i) Y-‘(s+l)>O, SEZN-1, nEZN, (56) 
i=s+l 
Q(n, s) := Y(n) Y-‘(s+ l)>O, SE],-I, nEZ,, (57) 
there exist x0, y, E 9 (I,, X), and x0 < yO, such that 
x0(n) d Wo, x,)(n), nEZN, (58) 
ye(n) 3 T(xoT am), nEZN, (59) 
where 
N-1 n-1 
W, y)(n) = Y(n) B;’ d- c P(n, $1 gh Y( .)I + c Qh s) ds, x( . )). 
s = 0 SZO 
(60) 
Having assumed this one can define the sequences (xk} and {yk} by 
putting 
xk+ l(n) = T(Y,, xk)(n), nEzN, k= 0, 1, . .) (61) 
ok+, = T(xky yk)(n), nEzN? k=O, 1, . .. (62) 
For such sequences {xk} and { yk} relations (55) hold so they converge 
and their limits x*and y*, respectively satisfy thequations 
x*(n) = T(Y*, x*)(n), nEzNt (63) 
y*(n) = T(x*, y*)(n), n E I,. (64) 
If x* = y* then the solution of the problem (3 1)-( 32) exists. 
Note that he condition A(n) EA > 0, n E I,- 1, implies that (57) holds 
true and (56) takes the form 
N 
1 A”DiAi-S-‘>O, SEZN- 1, iZEZ,. (65) 
i=s+ I
This inequality holds if Di 2 0 for i= 1, 2, . .N. 
8 
Now we go back to a special case of problem (18)-( 19) and we will show 
that another approach will lead us at least insome cases to less restrictive 
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sufficient co ditions forexistence anduniqueness of solutions of the 
problem. We will consider a two point bvp of the form 
Mn) =f(n, xc )I> ?lEIN-, (66) 
Box(O) + B,x(N) = d. (67) 
Now it is assumed that (B, +BN) .- ‘, B&l exist and are bounded. 
We will use the approach w ich is an analog to that used in [15] for the 
ODE case. We replace (66) by the family ofequations 
Mn) = An, 4 .)I +4 nEIN-l, 
where (x EX is considered as aparameter. F om (68) we find 
n-l 
(68) 
x(n) =x(0) + c f(i, x( . )) +an, nEINpl, (69) 
i=O 
and we use (67) to determine a for which the solutions f (69) satisfy the
boundary condition (67). After plugging (69) into (67) we get 
1 N-1 
a=zB;l d- (Bo + BN) ~(0) - BN 1 f(i, 4 .I) 1 (70) I=0 
and putting this in (69) we find the quation 
x(n) =x(O) +; B,$ [d- (B, + BN)x(0)] 
This is the family ofequations whose solutions satisfy condition (67); x(0) 
is here aparameter which we will denote shortly b p, so p = x(O). 
We introduce also 
4n,p)=p+$B,J’ (d-(B,+B,)p), neIN. (72) 
Equation (71) can be written as
x(n) = r(n, PI + nEIN. (73) 
,=?I 
This is a fixed point equation i the space B(I,, X) with the parameter p. 
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If (Fx)(n) denotes the right-hand side of (73) then for every 
x,y~ F(Z,, X) we get 
II( (h)(n)ll 
< G 1;; llf(k 4 .)I -f(i Y( ))I1 +; yy Ilf(C 4 )I -f(i, A . ))ll 
t=?l 
which together with condition (24) yields 
From this we get 
IlFx-~~ll,~~Kn’lx-Yll,. (75) 
Now using the contraction mapping principle we can conclude: 
if (24) holds and $ KN< 1 then for every p E X there is a unique solution 
cp( ., p) of Eq. (73). Moreover, using (73) we have 
From the definition of r(n, p) we get easily that 
FGy Ilr(n,p)-r(n,~)llQmax Z-iB;‘(B,+B,) .IIp-pll. (77) tIEIN I II 
Using this we find that 
ll~(.,P)-P(.,P)ll~~(l -+v-l~~ I)‘+’ (B,+B,)~~. IIP-Al. 
(78) 
Now to end our search for a solution fthe problem (66)-(67) we 
observe that q( . , p) will be a solution of this problem if p is such that 
cc(p) = 0where 
a(P)=;B,’ L d-(Bo+B,)P-B,~~lf(i:~(.,P)) . 1 (79) i=O 
Therefore to complete our search wehave to solve the fixed equation 
N-- 1
p=(&,+B,)-’ d-B, c f(i,c~(.>p)) . 
1 
(80) 
i=o 
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This is now the determining equation for the problem (66)(67). Using 
condition (24) and estimate (78) and denoting byG(p) the right-hand si e 
of (80) one easily finds that 
N-1 
IIG(P)-G(~)II~I~(~,+~,)~‘~,~~ c Klh’(.>P)-d.>~)ilN 
i=O 
dKNll(B,+B,)~‘B,I( (+y 
for every p, p E X. This means that G is a contraction if 
II(Bo+B,)-‘B,l( max I-cB;‘(B,+B,) +i < 1. II 1 (81) nsr, 
Now we can claim: 
if (24) and (81) hold true then there is a unique solution of problem 
(66t(67) and it is found as cp( .,p*) where cp( .,p) is the solution of (73) 
and p* solves Eq. (80). 
9 
Let us compare condition (81) with (25) adjusted to the case discussed 
in the previous section. I  the general case it is difficult to compare (25) 
and (81). Tomake the comparison possible letus assume that X= R. Now 
(25) takes the form 
KN[I(B,+B,)-‘B,I + l]< 1. (25’) 
The norm is just he absolute value, B , B, are numbers, and (81) takes 
the form 
(Bo+B,)-’ BN-i +i < 1. 
I 1 
However 
max a-i = max [a-fl= 
nEly I 1 ” a>; rtro, 11 1 1 -a, a< $, 
(82) 
where a=(B,+B,)-‘B,. 
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We see that (25’) has the form 
KN(1 + la/)< 1
and (82) reads 
which means that condition (82) is less restrictive for a > a and more 
restrictive for a< a. 
The advantage ofthe method iscussed in Section 8 is not only that it 
leads sometimes toless restrictive conditions. Po sibly more important is 
the fact hat his method reduces problem (66))(67) to the system of 
equations (73) and (80) which can be written as
x(n) =F(n, 4 .I, PI, nEZN, (84) 
P = Wx( . I), (85) 
where 
N-1 
ff(x(‘))=(&,+B,)-’ d-B, 1 f(i,X(.)) . 
i=o 1 
If the pair (x*,p*) is a solution of (84)-(85) then x* is a solution of 
(66F(67). 
We got the rather restrictive condition (81) because we used the 
contraction principle twice: first olving (84) with respect tox (with p 
as a parameter) andthen solving (85) with x( . ) replaced by cp( ., p)- 
a solution of (84). 
However, one may use another method for solving the determining 
equation 
P= H(cp( .> PI). (86) 
The restrictive condition (81) comes just from applying the contraction 
principle to (86). As we saw, this principle applied to(84) (when solved 
with respect to x) required only the condition  KN < 1. 
Observe that if one will plug (84) into the right-hand si e of (85) then 
one will get he equation 
x(n) = F(n, -4 . ), ff(x( . ))X ncZ, (87) 
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which is identical to the quation wegot when the standard approach was 
applied toproblem (66)-(67) ( see Eq. (22) adjusted to (66)-(67)). As a 
consequence of this the iterative process 
xk+ ltn) = F(n~ xk( . )Y H(Xk(. )))> TIEI,, k=O, 1, . . (88) 
will converge ifthe condition 
~~CI/(&l+~,)-‘~Nll+ 11-c 1 (89) 
is satisfied. 
One can check that his process will converge also if (81) holds. This is 
a consequence of the estimations 
and 
++qx-211, (90) 
llH(x(.))-H(4 ‘))I1 d II~o+~,)-1~h4 ~llx-~ll,. (91) 
Observe that he iterative process (88) can be written as
Xk+l(n)=F(n,Xk(‘),Pk+,), nEZN (92) 
Pk + 1 = H(Xk( ’ )h k=O, 1, . . . . (93) 
However, considerations of Section 8 show us that he iterative process 
-xk(n) = Fh xk( ’ 1, pkh nEZN (94) 
P k + 1 = H(Xk( )h k = 0, 1, . . (95) 
converges if (81) holds. 
One can prove that also the following terative process 
Xk+l(n)=F(n,xk(‘),H(xk-,(‘))), nEZN, k=O, 1, . .
converges if (81) holds. 
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